In very large-scale dense sensor network applications, more sensor nodes may be deployed than are required to provide the initial desired spatial resolution. Such over-deployment can extend network life, improve robustness, and accommodate network dynamic. To enable large deployments, tiered and clustered network structures may be adopted for scalability and manageability. This article presents a highly scalable, distributed control method to manage the activity of sensors in each cluster so that dynamic application-specific spatial resolution requirement can be achieved with minimum energy cost and with uniform participation of sensors. The method, Look-Ahead Resolution Control (LARC), utilizes a look-ahead prediction of activities of sensors in the cluster and provides feedback to nodes as part of acknowledgments to transmissions. LARC is shown to be highly responsive to system dynamics such as changes in the resolution requested, node failures or replenishment. Existing control methods not only fall short in network life and scalability, but also do not provide such responsiveness and uniform participation to ensure a diverse representation of sensed data. LARC is extended to tradeoff between energy and delay in recovery from failures of large number of nodes, by multiplexing sleeping, listening, and transmissions probabilistically in such a way that the control overhead is minimized while the delay is bounded. The article presents the control strategy for LARC along with performance studies showing near-uniform participation and near-optimal cluster lifetime.
Introduction
Broadly distributed wireless sensor networks (WSN) promise to provide scientific data with very high spatial and temporal resolutions. Large-scale dense sensing applications have emerged from environmental [1], geophysical [2], civil structural [3] , ecological [4] sciences and many other research areas. For these and other applications, deployments are envisioned which may utilize tens or hundreds of thousands of sensor nodes. Many believe that large-scale sensor systems are the future trend and therefore a challenge to the sensor network research community [5] [6] [7] [8] .
Much work to date has been focused on adapting existing computer or wireless networking approaches to the energy constrained realm in which WSN must operate. However, many of these architectures require all nodes to be able to perform routing, processing, etc., all of which increase node cost. For large-scale dense sensing applications, the complexity and cost of such a flat sensor network will become prohibitive. Prior empirical studies [9] found that even simple protocol can exhibit a serious problem of complexity in large-scale sensor network. Tiered and clustered sensor network architectures, e.g., Tenet [8] and two-tier architecture proposed in [10] , are promising approaches for large-scale sensor network.
However, as systems become very large in scale, small wastes of energy in every cluster can amount to a large energy squander in the system as a whole. Thus, it is very important to reduce the communications activity within the cluster to a minimum needed to achieve application specific goals. Along these lines, the control communications overhead should also be minimal. In large networks, the number of available sensors is expected to vary as sensors can fail individually due to battery depletion or en masse due to an environmental event. To compensate, new sensors may be added to replenish an existing network. As such, the control method should be adaptive and responsive to both the changes in application-specific resolution requirement and the networks dynamics. Furthermore, to ensure uniform spatial resolution, the participation among nodes should be equal which we also show will achieve maximum network lifetimes.
In this paper, we propose a distributed control method for spatial sensing resolution control within a single-hop cluster in a tiered sensor network. The contributions of this work are as follows:
First, a distributed control method LARC (Look-Ahead Resolution Control) is proposed for controlling the spatial sensing resolution of individual clusters based on the look-ahead prediction of activities of sensors in the cluster from their previous behavior. In this control scheme, sensor nodes are put to sleep when they are not transmitting; and sensors are required to listen to control messages only in the cycles when they are transmitting. The scheme maximizes the cluster lifetime, as it achieves a zero cost in control overhead, excluding energy used in acknowledgements.
Second, to allow applications to tradeoff between energy and delay, or latency, in recovery from failures of large number of nodes, we propose to deliberately add a minimum number of listening cycles and multiplex these listening cycles with transmission cycles in order to achieve a delay that is no larger than the maximum delay tolerance limit specified by applications. We call the LARC method with energy-delay tradeoff LARC-LX, i.e., LARC with listening.
Results from our extensive performance studies show that the proposed control schemes, LARC and LARC-LX, outperform existing methods in terms of both network lifetime and responsiveness, and are highly equal in terms of participation of sensor nodes in the same cluster. That is, LARC closely approaches the ideal performance benchmark, which will be discussed in Section 3, without explicitly knowing the total number of sensors alive. This is a key characteristic since the available sensor population is expected to vary over time as sensors die off or are replenished. In addition, LARC-LX is efficient in allowing applications to trade off between energy and delay in recovery from large failures.
The rest of the article is organized as follows. Related work is discussed in Section 2. In Section 3, we describe the system architecture for large-scale dense sensing, and introduce the spatial sensing resolution control problem. We design and analyze the LARC control protocol and algorithms in Section 4. LARC-LX for energy-delay tradeoff is presented in Section 5. Results from our performance study are presented and discussed at the end of 362 B. Liang et al.
Sections 4 and 5, respectively. Finally, we conclude the work in Section 6, and point out some directions for future work.
Related Work
Tiered or hierarchical clustered architectures, such as Tenet [8] and two-tier architecture [10] , have been proposed to address the scalability issue in wireless sensor networks. Much work has been devoted to address various issues in such architectures. For example, hierarchical clustering algorithms, such as LEACH [11] and HEED [12] , and hierarchical data routing schemes, such as TEEN [13] , have been proposed. However, relatively little work has been done on continuous controlling of the spatial resolution of sensor network clusters.
Use of an automaton structure as a basis for a spatial resolution control strategy was first proposed in [14] . This work also first proposed the number of sensors that should be sending information in a wireless sensor network as a measure of QoS for sensor network resolution. That is, the metric governs how much data is coming from the network. Employing a simple Gur game feedback strategy, QoS was shown to be controllable without knowledge of the total number of live sensors, but requiring all sensors to listen for control information continuously. This constraint was removed by using a revised automaton in [15] , such that only transmitting sensors were required to listen for control information. The latter automaton, also called the ACK feedback scheme, has been further analyzed in [16] with the following results:
1. The mean and variance of the achieved QoS can be controlled by selection of automaton parameters; 2. The method is scalable as the network size increases.
The technique is also expedient in comparison to an equal participating (Bernoulli benchmark) method but there is a tradeoff between variance and network diversity.
However, we found out through simulation (see Sections 4 and 5) that, although the ACK feedback method made a large improvement in responsiveness compared to the Gur game automaton, its response is still relatively slow. What is more, the way probability values are assigned to automaton states is very ad hoc and poor in adaptability. There is no analytical result or theory that determines the probability value assignments, although there are some empirical studies and analyses on various assignment combinations in [16] .
The shortcomings of both existing automaton structures, namely the Gur game and ACK feedback control, are:
1. the participation among nodes in the cluster is not uniform; as such, the work to date has not been able to achieve lifetimes comparable to an equal participating, Bernoulli benchmark; and it is very likely that data from much of the same set of sensors are drawn, leading to undesired biased spatial resolution; 2. their responses to system dynamics, such as node failures and changes in application requirements, are slow, as we will see in the performance studies.
The key contributions of the work presented herein are to address the first shortcoming while at the same time not requiring knowledge of the total number of sensors alive and not requiring all sensors to listen continuously for control information; and to improve responsiveness by allowing energy-delay tradeoff. Some preliminary findings from our study on the problem of controlling QoS in network resolution appeared in [17] .
Recently, growing attention has been devoted to the coverage problem [18, 19] . When coverage is used as a measure of quality of service, the goal usually is to maintain a minimum set of sensors while guaranteeing a certain degree of coverage. A Balancedenergy Scheduling scheme was proposed in [20] , to extend the network lifetime of a clustered sensor network while maintaining adequate sensing coverage. However, unlike the coverage problem, in which coverage or sensing ability is assumed to be directly dependent on distance, the spatial sensing resolution problem discussed in this work is only concerned with the number of data points, which is analogous to the number of pixels in a picture, taken as a sample from the area of interest. Although we recognize that coverage can be a useful measure for QoS of sensor networks in applications where sensors are used to detect occurrence of events within their coverage, coverage is not enough for applications that need more detailed numerical characteristics of the field under coverage. What is more, most readings, e.g., light, temperature, and vibration, etc., of a sensor are highly associated with its geographical point of deployment (PoD) in such numerically oriented applications. Characteristics of neighboring locations of a sensor, although spatially correlated with that of its PoD, are not measured accurately by itself. This is our motivation to provide a control mechanism that allows applications to adjust the spatial sensing resolution based on correlation in the physical environment or the needs of the applications. For example, an application may lower the resolution to save energy when it discovers high correlation or similarity among data points, or when it can still guarantee the required accuracy in query results even with lower resolutions in parts of the field. Precision or confidence based probabilistic query processing [21, 22] is a possible application where spatial resolution control may be applied. However, the resolution control problem was not discussed in these works.
System Architecture and Spatial Sensing Resolution Control
There are many considerations for a large-scale sensor system. To name a few of the most important ones-robustness, lifetime, scalability, and easiness of management, etc. 
CH -Clusterhead

TN -Terminal node
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A traditional flat wireless sensor network is unlikely to be good candidate architecture for such a system, because it does not have the scalability required. In this paper, we assume a Tenet-like tiered sensor network [8] of single-hop clusters, as illustrated in Fig. 1 Definition 1 Spatial Sensing Resolution. For a cluster overdeployed with sensors, the spatial sensing resolution is defined to be K if data are collected from K unique sensors during a cycle.
In other words, spatial sensing resolution is defined as the number of active sensors in a cluster. As the set of data points collected is randomly drawn from all sensors in the area, these data points are expected to be distributed uniformly throughout the area of interest, where a cluster of sensors is deployed. In large and dense deployment, randomness helps 1. improve equal participation and load-balancing in terms of energy cost, and maximize the network life; 2. improve the data reliability: in case there is error in readings from some of the sensors random sampling can help avoid getting the same set of erroneous readings repeatedly.
From the view of the sensor network as a whole, unnecessary high resolution in the data gathered by the clusters will incur waste of energy in In-Network processing or routing the data themselves through the network, especially in a large-scale network. Thus we need to control the SSR of clusters to minimum levels (varying from cluster to cluster, and determined by applications) required to achieve application-specific goals. To control the resolution K, i.e., the number of active sensors, to be exactly the desired resolution R is a very difficult problem and the coordination is costly. Therefore, we relax the strict requirement with the following definition.
Definition 2 Statistical SSR. Statistical SSR of a cycle is the expected value of SSR during its time span.
As we will see in the later discussion, statistical SSR can be more practically achieved in a distributed system through collective independent random behavior of participating sensors, with less control overhead. Now, we give the definition of Spatial Sensing Resolution Control as follows.
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Definition 3 SSR Control. SSR control is to manage the activity of sensors in a cluster so as to maintain a statistical SSR at the required level R, which is given by the application as a parameter and can be changed over time.
Our design goals for SSR control are 1. to be energy efficient, minimizing control overhead, thus the network life of a cluster is maximized, and 2. to be responsive to system dynamics. Now, let us first take a look at the factors that affect the network lifetime, denoted as LT, of a cluster. Based on energy conservation law, we have the following relation:
Where E Total is the total sum of energy of all terminal nodes (TN) in the cluster; r TX is the energy drawn factor for data transmission from a TN to its CH, i.e., energy cost per transmission including ACK; E C is the control overhead per cycle, which includes costs other than those spent in transmitting reading data, such as costs of listening for control message and response to probing from the CH; and E R is the residual energy at the end of network life, when provisioning of SSR can no longer be guaranteed. The following equation for lifetime LT can be derived from Eq. (1).
From Eq. (2), we can see that the lifetime will be increased if the control overhead E C is reduced or the residual energy E R is reduced. To design a distributed control method for SSR that minimizes both control overhead and residual energy, with desirable responsiveness, is a big challenge. To see the reason why this is a challenge, let us examine a straightforward attempt to solve the problem. Suppose the application-required SSR for a cluster under consideration is R; and let N denote the number of sensor nodes (TN) in the cluster that are still alive. Note that both R and N can be varying over time. Every cycle, the CH broadcasts a control message with value p ¼ R/N to all sensor nodes in the cluster; and all sensors nodes need to stay ON in order to keep updated about the control information. In every cycle, each TN decides whether or not to transmit its current reading data to the CH with a probability p, which was received from the CH through the control information. Thus, the statistical SSR is controlled to be exactly NÁp ¼ NÁR/N ¼ R;
Pros: immediate response to changes in R or N; perfectly equal participation; Cons: impractically high control overhead in counting N, the number of sensors alive, and requiring the sensor to listen continuously; N must be known to calculate p;
Explicit knowledge of N is requisite to implementation of this control method. However, unless the network (cluster) is continuously queried, N may be unknown. Counting the number of available (alive) sensors costs comparable amount of energy as gathering N reading data. That is to say, the control method at least doubles the energy cost, rather than saving the energy. Nevertheless, its performance in responsiveness and equal/ uniform participation is the best that can be achieved, and the statistical SSR is controlled at exactly the required level R. Uniform participation will minimize E R , i.e., the residual 366 B. Liang et al.
energy. If we exclude the high control overhead in counting N and listening of sensors, i.e., assume E C to be zero, this control method would also give the optimal performance in terms of lifetime according to Eq. (2). Based on this control method, we defined the following performance benchmark, whose performance is optimal in terms of responsiveness, equal participation, and lifetime.
Definition 4 Bernoulli Performance Benchmark. Assuming that, in every cycle, each sensor node uses a Bernoulli trial with probability of p ¼ R/N to decide if it should transmit its reading data to the CH, where R is the requested resolution and N is the total number of alive sensors in the cluster, and that only transmitting reading data costs energy, the performance thus achieved in terms of responsiveness, lifetime and participation equality is called the Bernoulli Performance Benchmark.
Note that the straightforward method discussed above does not have a performance as the Bernoulli Performance Benchmark (BPB) because energy cost in continuous listening cannot be excluded in real implementation. The control method LARC proposed in this paper address the challenge to approach the performance benchmark in terms of responsiveness, lifetime, and participation equality. In LARC, sensor nodes are not required to listen continuously, as they are in the straightforward method discussed above. Also, LARC totally avoids the overhead in counting N by deriving the control value p from look-ahead prediction based on the previous activities of the sensor nodes. In addition, LARC allows applications to tradeoff energy for responsiveness.
Spatial Resolution Control Based on Look-Ahead Prediction
In this section we present the control method LARC, which is the base for LARC-LX to be discussed later in the next section. The goal of the basic LARC is to approach the Bernoulli Performance Benchmark in terms of both lifetime and participation equality.
In our proposed control method LARC, individual sensors will locally make the decision on when (which cycle or epoch) to transmit its next data packet based on a control value, p, provided by the CH as part of an acknowledgement (ACK) for data received. The proposed strategy provides the same control value, p, to and only to the nodes active in the present cycle. As to be detailed in following subsections, the CH determines the appropriate p from look-ahead prediction based on previous activities of sensor nodes in the cluster. Individual sensors then utilize the control parameter to locally determine a schedule for transmitting their next data packet.
Throughout we will assume that the amount of data to be sent in the network is very low in comparison to the available bandwidth; i.e., the network is not bandwidth constrained. This condition can always be achieved by enlarging the cycle length to lower the bandwidth utilization. As such, sensors may employ simple contention based MAC protocols (e.g., ALOHA, slotted-ALOHA or CSMA) with high likelihood that their data packet will get through in the same cycle during which they are sent.
The Distributed Control Protocol for LARC
We design the control protocol for exchange of reading data and control information between a TN and the CH for the cluster which it belongs to. This protocol is also designed to enable the computation of an appropriate control value p to be sent back to transmitting sensors such that the desired level of sensors activity, i.e., spatial resolution, is maintained.
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In this control protocol, every sensor (TN) in the cluster manages its own activity based on the control value p it receives from the CH, such that it has a probability p of transmitting (TX). If a TN is not transmitting during a cycle, it may turn off the radio and go into a sleep mode to save energy. Nevertheless, it maintains a transmitting probability of p in every cycle. On the other hand, the CH collects and stores the data packets it receives from the TNs under its cluster. Note that the number of data packets is defined as SSR. The CH also does some book-keeping of the sensor activities based on these data packets received. At the beginning of a cycle, the CH computes a control value p based on the SSR required by application and the previous activities of sensors. Each time the CH receives a data packet from a TN, the CH will send back an ACK packed with the control value p for that cycle. Figure 2 shows a diagram illustrating the protocol.
The advantage of this protocol is that every sensor node manages its own activity autonomously only based on the last control information, i.e., the value p, received from the CH. That is to say, the sensor node only needs to keep a schedule of transmitting and sleeping in such a way that, in each cycle, it has a probability p to be transmitting. Neither does a TN need to know what is the current SSR required by application, nor does it need to know how many of its peer TN are still alive. There is no coordination between any two TNs. In Section 4.2, we will discuss how the individual TNs manage their own activities independently of each other. The management scheme is very energy-efficient since it allows sensors to shut off both radio and processing unit completely when they are not transmitting.
In Fig. 2 , the timer value v t denotes the number of cycles the TN has been sleeping since the transmitting of its last data packet. The CH needs this information for book-keeping the activities of the sensors to facilitate the calculation of look-ahead prediction, from which an appropriate p is derived, as will be discussed later in Section 4.3. Since TNs that show up in the same cycle will receive the same control value p, they can be viewed as a group identified by that cycle. When a TN wakes up to transmit a data packet, it also sends along its timer value v t along with the packet. Thus, the CH knows when this TN transmitted its last data packet and excludes it from the corresponding group of sensors as the TN now gets a new control value.
As ACK is presumed to be necessary for transmission acknowledgement anyway, the control protocol actually incurs no control overhead (except the negligible increase in packet size), since the exchange of control related information, i.e., p and v t , are carried through the ACK and data packet respectively. Thus, this distributed control protocol has a zero control overhead in some sense.
Sensor Node Autonomous Management of its Own Activity
As we pointed out earlier, in LARC each sensor manages its own activity, i.e., transmitting or sleeping, only based on the control value p received from the CH. The sensor only needs to maintain its activity schedule such that, in every cycle, it has a transmitting probability of p. The simplest way is to perform a Bernoulli trial every cycle, with a probability of p, to decide whether it should transmit in that cycle. More specifically, a sensor node generates a random number uniformly from the range [0, 1]. If the number generated is with the range [0, p], it will transmit in that cycle. In this way, it maintains a transmitting probability of p in every cycle. However, the sensor is required to keep the processing unit on in every cycle just for the purpose of the Bernoulli trial. It is a waste of energy to have the processing unit on to perform the test every cycle even when it is unlikely that the sensor is going to transmit.
To avoid such inefficiency in energy, we propose a timer-based scheme for self-management of a sensor's own activity. The key idea is to perform multiple Bernoulli trials in advance to determine when is the next cycle the sensor is going to transmit. Thus, the sensor may be safely put into sleep during cycles in between one transmitting cycle and the next. The timer value v t denotes the number of cycles the sensor is allowed to sleep before the next sampling and transmission of reading data. Before a sensor goes into sleep it resets its own timer with value v t . Upon waking up by the timer, a TN will transmit the sampled reading data along with v t to the CH. The detailed algorithm for sensor self-management is shown in Algorithm 1.
In implementation of the timer-based control, we imposed an upper bound T UB (each sensor has its own T UB , which depends on the value p received from the CH) on the timer value v t to avoid the case of any sensor having too low of a response rate, as in some rare, if not impossible, cases the trial can fail many times and v t becomes very large. An appropriate T UB can be derived from the control value p as follows, where the random variable is the number of failures between two successes of the Bernoulli trials.
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Here, it has a confidence of 1-that a sensor with transmission probability p will transmit another data packet in no more than T UB cycles. Thus, in setting this upper bound, we use the minimum T UB value satisfying (4) derived from 1 À ð1 À pÞ
T UB ! logðÞ= logð1 À pÞ À 1
Where can be set for desired confidence. For example, ¼ 0.05 means that the TN has a 95% confidence to transmit its next packet within the next T UB cycles. Thus, the TN is not allowed to sleep for more than T UB cycles.
Determine the Appropriate Control Value p at the CH
Upon receiving a data packet from any of the TNs, the CH will do some book-keeping of control related information. This information will later be used in the look-ahead prediction for the purpose of calculating an appropriate control value p to be sent to transmitting TNs. The control value is recalculated at the beginning of every cycle, and the same control value is sent back to all transmitting TNs during that cycle. The control-related information collected at the CH is on a cycle-basis, and includes a timestamp of a cycle, number of packets received during that cycle, control value used for that cycle, and the number of potential sensors defined as follows.
Definition 5 Potential Sensors. The potential sensors of a cycle t are those sensors that have transmitted during the cycle t and have not transmitted another data packet yet and are still alive.
Since potential sensors of a cycle have not transmitted another packet yet, their control values are not updated. That is, their control values are still the same as that is associated with that cycle. The CH can simply look up the control-related information it stored to Algorithm 1. Sensor transmission rate control.
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obtain this value associated with that cycle. The number of potential sensors of a cycle can be counted at the CH as follows. When the CH receives a data packet, it knows how long the TN has been sleeping before sending this packet, based on the timer-value v t enclosed in the packet. Thus, the CH can infer when (which cycle) this TN sent its previous data packet, and reduce the counting of potential sensors for that cycle by one. Table 1 shows what the control-related information collected at the CH looks like. This example shows a snapshot of control related information collected at the CH at the beginning of cycle 6. The counting variables K and m are initialized to be zero. The control value p for cycle 6 is yet to be calculated, as will be discussed later. After p is determined, T UB can be derived from inequality (4) by plugging in the value of p.
Algorithm 2 shows how the CH response to data packet received from a TN, and how control-related information is maintained at the CH. Now we proceed to show how the appropriate control value p is calculated at the CH using look-ahead prediction based on the control-related information collected. This calculation is performed at the beginning of each cycle, and the same control value p thus calculated is sent back to every TN that transmits during that cycle. Figure 3 shows the look-ahead prediction model for computing the appropriate control value at the CH given R as the required SSR. For simplicity of discussion, the cycles are indexed backward. Suppose it is now at the beginning of the current cycle e¢, and a control value p needs to be calculated for the cycle e¢. Any TN that later sends a data packet during cycle e¢ will receive an ACK with this control value p. 
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To determine an appropriate control value to be used in cycle e¢, we derive the probability distribution of the SSR, i.e., the number of packets received, of its next cycle e †, assuming the control value of cycle e¢ to be p. That is to say, this is a p-parameterized probability distribution for the random variable K, which is the SSR of the cycle e †. By tuning the parameter p, we manage to make K approach R, i.e., the required SSR.
Let K i denote the number of packets received during cycle i as is indexed in Fig. 3 . Similarly, p i is the control value and m i is the number of potential sensors respectively for cycle i. Take any of these m i sensors of cycle i for example, since this sensor has not sent any packet until now (otherwise it should not have been counted in m i ), the probability that it will send a data packet during the cycle e¢ is exactly p i , the control value used in cycle i:
And, the probability that the sensor will send its next data packet during the cycle e † is: 
Likewise the pdf for the random variable K ¢¢ i , the number of those m i sensors that will send their next data packet during the cycle e †, is:
Let random variables K¢ and K † be defined for e¢ and e † (see Fig. 3 ) respectively as:
and Figure 3 . Illustration of the look-ahead prediction model.
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where M is the maximum memory size under the consideration. The random variable K¢ means the number of sensors that will send a data packet during cycle e¢; while K † means the number of sensors that will send their next data packet during cycle e †, instead of cycle e¢. As our mechanism for decrementing the m i ensures the independency between the random variables at the right-hand side of (9), the pdf of K¢ can be determined as the convolution of the individual pdfs of all K¢ i ; that is, K¢ , z¢ ¼ z¢ 1 #z¢ 2 # Á Á Á #z¢ M , where # is the convolution operator. So
Let random variable K e¢ be the number of sensors that will send another data packet during the cycle e † amongst the K¢ sensors that send a data packet during cycle e¢ and thus get a control value update p. Then we have
Recall that the parameter variable p is the control value to be used during cycle e¢. By averaging over all possible K¢ values, we can obtain the following approximate distribution of K e¢
whereK is the maximum possible K¢. Finally, let random variable K be the SSR, i.e., number of packets that will be received, of cycle e †, then it can be seen from Fig. 3 that
This gives the probability distribution of SSR of cycle e †, with variable p as a parameter, which is the control value to be used in the cycle e¢. Thus, we choose a value of p to maximize the probability that K is close enough to R, the required SSR:
maximize PðjK À Rj<"Þ subject to 0<p 1
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Where the probability distribution of K is given by (13) , and the error bound " may take a value of 1 or 2 in practice. The optimal value of p thus obtained is used as the control value for the cycle e¢. Such calculation of control value p occurs once every cycle at the beginning of that cycle. Any TN that transmits a data packet during that cycle will receive the same control value.
Dealing with Failure of Sensor Nodes
When there is an abrupt event that causes a large number of sensor nodes to fail, the total number of sensors available in a cluster will drop dramatically after the event, and the control related information m i collected before at the CH can be larger than the actual number of sensors alive with transmitting probability p i , if cycle i happened before that event. Under LARC protocol, it is impossible for the CH to know if a sensor node has failed or is still alive. Thus, there need to be some mechanism to correct m i , the number of cycle i potential sensors, when the CH finds that the number of packets received during a cycle is unlikely to be coming from to the optimal distribution of K given the optimization at the end of Section 4.3, i.e., when node failures are detected by the CH. In LARC, a Two-Step Maximum Likelihood Estimator is used to estimate the number of potential sensors m i in case of observing unexpected low network activity, which is due to node failures. This two-step estimator requires additional control-related information r i,1 and r i,2 which are the number of packets received from the cycle i potential sensors during the last cycle and the last second cycle. The likelihood function of an estimatorm i for m i (at the end of last cycle) is defined as follows. 
That is, the probability that r i,1 and r i,2 were observed respectively in the last two cycles given the condition that there arem i sensors alive with transmitting probability p i after the last cycle. The two-step maximum likelihood estimator is given by:
In the implementation of LARC, the CH will correct m i with the estimatorm i if it determines that K 1 , the actual number of data packets collected in the last cycle, is very unlikely based on the optimal distribution. That is to say, the correction is made when the CH finds that P OPT ðK K 1 Þ is less than a correction threshold , e.g., ¼ 0.01, where P OPT (K ¼ k) is the optimal distribution of K for the last cycle as discussed at the end of Section 4.3.
Performance Studies
In this subsection, we will present and discuss results from performance studies of the proposed LARC distributed control method, and compare it to the existing Gur and ACK feedback control methods, along with the ideal equal participating Bernoulli Performance 374 B. Liang et al.
Benchmark (BPB).
As clusters in the network control their resolutions independently of each other, our simulation studies only focus on a single cluster. Table 2 summarizes the settings used throughout the simulation studies. The CH is assumed to have infinite or orders of magnitude larger energy capacity than other sensor nodes such that it dies only after all sensor nodes have died. A cluster of size 1000 is considered large enough, since a system with tens of clusters will have tens of thousands of nodes.
In these simulation studies, the Gur control is implemented as described in [14] ; and ACK feedback control is implemented with five-state automata, with probability values [0.045 0.76 0.95 0.999 0.99999], which has been shown to be effective in [16] .
Correctness of Control.
In the first study, we simulated a deployment of a cluster of N ¼ 100 sensors. In these simulations, it is assumed that a sensor will die if and only if it runs out of battery, i.e., no other failure mechanisms. We examined the correctness of the three control methods, namely Gur, ACK feedback and LARC, under various settings. Optimization error bound for maximize P(|K -R| < ") 1 Figure 4 shows the mean SSR achieved by each control method at different points of time over a period of 1500 cycles, where the SSR requested is R ¼ 40. The mean SSR was measured from 100 runs of the simulation. At the beginning, it took Gur control about 100 cycles on average to converge to the desired R; and at the time 500, around 40 of the sensors die under Gur control due to depletion of energy, as also can be seen in Fig. 5 . It took Gur more than 200 cycles to recover from this loss of sensor nodes. It can be seen from Fig. 4 that the cluster lifetime under Gur control is much shorter than other methods. This is because of that Gur requires all sensors to listen continuously, i.e., on every cycle. ACK feedback control performed much better, but its mean SSR is around 39, and is slightly lower than the desired R ¼ 40. LARC maintained a mean SSR that is very close to the BPB and its SSR lasted longer at this level than both Gur and ACK feedback, approaching the ideal BPB. Figure 5 shows the number of sensors alive during the same time period under each control method. The number of sensors alive in both Gur and ACK feedback dropped from the initial 100 very quickly after the first half the whole lifetime of the cluster. On the contrary, LARC maintained the total number of sensors alive to be at the initial level until the very end of the cluster life, just as the ideal BPB did. This benefit is especially important when the application needs to adjust to a higher SSR during the later part of the cluster lifetime. For example, ACK feedback would not have been able to make it should the application change the required R from 40 to 80 starting at the time 1000, since there were only about 70 sensors available/alive in the cluster at that time. It is even worst for Gur control. As will be shown later, this benefit in LARC is a result from the uniform participation it has.
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Simulations were done on various R requested and cluster size N to see how each control method works under various settings of R and N. In these simulations, sensors were initialized with enough energy such that none of the sensor died before the simulation ended. Figure 6 shows that the approximate operating region of Gur control is between 
operating region. The Gur control can easily go out of its operating region as R requested by application changes or cluster size changes due to node dying off or replenishing. The Gur control method always gives half of the cluster size outside of its operating region. Thus the SSR achieved by Gur scales up as the cluster size become larger, instead of locking at the requested level R. Simulation was also done for cluster size N ¼ 50 to 1000. The SSR of Gur scaled up linearly to 500, i.e., half of 1000. The SSR of ACK feedback control also scaled up linearly to nearly 50 when the cluster size became larger, because a sensor has a transmitting probability of at least 0.045 even in the least active state in the ACK feedback automata. LARC is highly scalable. The SSR of LARC always locked at the requested level R ¼ 10 for cluster size N ¼ 10 to 1000 in the simulation.
Uniform participation, which means every sensor node has the same chance of contributing, is one desirable property of resolution control methods from both the data collecting and energy perspectives. Uniform participation also helps maximize individual sensor lifetime and keep the total number of sensors alive higher for a longer period of time than non-uniform participation. Figure 8 shows the histogram of participations of N ¼ 100 sensors over a period of 5000 cycles, where R requested is 40 and each sensor has energy enough for 10000 cycles. In BPB and LARC, sensors mostly have a participation count of around 5000 · 40/100 ¼ 2000 times, and participation counts of sensors range from 1900 to 2100, i.e., AE5% around 2000. In Gur control, participation counts of sensors are polarized. A number of 40 sensors participate almost all the time; while the rest of the 60 sensors have nearly no participation. In ACK feedback control, node participation counts range from 1000 to 3000, i.e., AE50% around 2000. Thus sensors under ACK feedback control do not participate as uniformly as in BPB and LARC.
Cluster Lifetime and Energy Efficiency.
In the following simulation study, our concern is the performance of control methods in terms of cluster lifetime and energy 
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efficiency. We used limited energy settings given in Table 2 . Let us define Cluster Service Life as following:
Cluster Service Life ¼ max ftjTÀ cycle moving average of SSR over time t to t þ T is no less than Rg
Where T ¼ 5 in our simulations. That is, time t is considered to be the end of the cluster service life if 5-cycle moving average of SSR after that point is always below the requested level R. Figure 9 presents the lifetime performance of each of the control methods. Lifetime becomes shorter as R, the requested SSR, is larger. Again cluster lifetime under LARC approached the ideal BPB closely. Cluster lifetime under ACK feedback control is shorter in comparison to LARC. Cluster lifetime under Gur control is the shortest among all control methods. Figure 10 shows the difference more clearly in terms of percentage of the lifetime under BPB, which is the ideal case. LARC achieved a cluster lifetime of nearly 100% that of BPB for all R requested. The ACK feedback control only achieved around 90% that of BPB on average. Figure 11 shows the amount of residual energy at the end of the cluster lifetime under each control method. Because of non-uniform participation in Gur and ACK feedback control, sensor nodes also die off non-uniformly, resulting in a large amount of unused residual energy at the end of the cluster service life. This residual energy is wasted as there are no longer enough sensors to meet the requirement of R requested. Mostly around 20% of total energy was wasted as residual energy at the end of cluster life in Gur or ACK feedback control. Much less (mostly less than 5%) of the total energy was wasted in LARC as compared to Gur and ACK feedback control. As we can see from Eq. (2), minimizing residual energy also helps to improve the lifetime of a cluster. Energy-Efficient Dynamic Spatial Resolution4.5.3. Responsiveness. Finally, we simulated uniform random sensor nodes failure to see how quickly each control method recovers from the failure. When there was a drop in N, the total number of sensors available in the cluster, we observed a corresponding drop in the SSR under each control method. We simulated the drop in N at one time point and measured the time it took for each of the control methods to get the SSR back to the requested level. 
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The result is shown in Fig. 12 . In most cases Gur control has a very large delay. ACK feedback control and LARC have similar but much smaller delay in comparison to Gur control. LARC slightly outperforms ACK feedback control when there is a larger failure. However, the delay can be as large as 50 cycles when 95% of the nodes failed and the cluster was operating at R ¼ 10 with initially 200 sensors. We can see that when the failure ratio is high, the delay (in either ACK or LARC) in recovery of SSR can be larger than what the application can tolerate, especially some real-time applications. In Section 5, we will discuss how to improve the responsiveness of LARC by adding extra listening cycles.
Spatial Resolution Control with Energy-Delay Tradeoff
Although LARC has been shown to have a faster response compared with Gur and ACK, the delay may still not be small enough for some applications that require real-time control over the resolution, especially when the cluster is operating at a low resolution level, as we have seen in Fig. 12 . In this section we propose LARC-LX, which deliberately multiplexes some listening (LX) with the transmissions (TX) to improve responsiveness. Listening can cost less energy than transmitting [23] . Technologies like low-power listening on paging channel [24] have made listening even much cheaper than transmitting. However, we still do not want to have all sensors listening and wasting energy unnecessarily. Thus, the problem here is to determine a minimum amount of extra listening, during non-transmitting cycles, such that the desired responsiveness is achieved. This is a tradeoff between the energy cost and delay in response.
The ideal Bernoulli Performance Benchmark assumes all sensors listen to the control message from the clusterhead (CH) in every cycle. The benefit of listening all the time is a fast response when there is any change in the system. The ideal Bernoulli Performance Benchmark takes only 1 cycle to respond: all sensors receive a control message once it is Energy-Efficient Dynamic Spatial Resolutionbroadcasted; and the control message takes effect immediately from the next cycle on. However, listening (LX) also incurs unnecessary energy consumption, especially when such changes occur only occasionally and the application can tolerate certain delay in the adaptation (R ramps up) or recovery (from large drop in N). On the other extreme, nonlistening control methods, namely ACK control and LARC, totally avoid the cost of extra listening by shutting off the radio and putting the sensor to sleep respectively when it is not transmitting (TX). Thus, not all the sensors are reachable when there is a sudden change in the system, and the CH needs more sensors to supply the lost/failed sensor or the rise in demand.
To improve responsiveness energy-efficiently, we propose LARC-LX, which is a tradeoff between always-listening control and non-listening control. In LARC-LX, extra listening cycles are deliberately added and multiplex with TX cycles based on the nonlistening LARC such that the delay in response is bounded by the maximum-tolerate-limit (MTL) specified by application.
Response Delay and Materialization of Controls Information
Now, let us first look at how the delay in response is dependent on the materialization of control information from the CH at individual sensors. In the next subsection, we will show how to determine extra listening based on this relation.
Let CX denote the event that the control information for the current cycle is materialized at a particular sensor node (TN), i.e., this TN receives the control message from the CH either by listening (when not transmitting) or by extracting that from the ACK to its transmission in the current cycle. In other words, CX event at a particular TN means that the TN is updated with current control information. In non-listening control methods, such as ACK feedback control and LARC, CX is equivalent to the event TX because only transmitting sensors get updated with current control information. Now let us suppose some destructive event happens in the environment where the system is deployed. Assume this destructive event destroys/disrupts a large number of sensor nodes uniformly randomly, thus drops the total number of available sensors in a cluster from N to N¢. At the CH side, it will see a sudden drop in SSR as the remaining alive sensors continue to operate in the same way as before until they are updated with current control information, i.e., CX occurs. We assume that the CH will be sending a control message to ask listening and transmitting sensors to stay ON and continue TX for the cycles thereafter to ramp up the SSR. This adaptation process is shown in Fig. 13 . We would like to know how long (Á) it takes for the SSR to go back to the requested level R, given that every alive sensor has a probability P(CX) of being updated with the current control information, which asks the sensor node to stay ON.
It can be seen that the mean number of survival sensors that will get their first control message from the CH during the i th cycle since the drop is:
According to our assumption, these sensors are requested by the CH to stay on duty in order to ramp up the SSR. Let Á be the number of cycles it takes for the SSR to go back the requested level R (see Fig. 13 ), then we have the following relation:
That is,
Thus, the delay Á is:
Where the survival ratio F ¼ N¢/N R/N, and transmitting probability of survival sensors is P(TX) ¼ R/N. In non-listening controls such as ACK feedback control and LARC, P(CX) ¼ P(TX); while in always-listening control P(CX) ¼ 1, which means Á ¼ 1 based on (17).
Multiplexing TX and LX to Improve Response
In non-listening LARC, when the requested R is very low, P(CX), which equals P(TX), may not be large enough to bound the delay as specified by the application. In this section, we show how extra listening (LX) cycles are multiplexed with transmissions (TX) cycles to increase P(CX), such that the delay is bounded as specified by the application. In addition to the timer used to control TX in LARC (see Section 4.2), another timer is added to the sensors for the purpose of controlling LX. These are two independent timers Energy-Efficient Dynamic Spatial Resolutionwhich are controlled by two independent random number generators respectively. The TX timer is controlled by the control value received from the CH, such that the transmitting probability P(TX) of the sensor is equal to the control value (see Section 4.1). Let P(LX) be the probability of listening controlled by the LX timer. Since a sensor is updated with the current control information from the CH, either when the sensor is listening (LX) or when it is transmitting (TX), we have the following relation:
Thus, we have
By solving Eqs. (19) and (21) together, with P(CX) and P(LX) as unknown variables, we will get a value for listening probability P(LX). If the LX timer controls the sensor to wake up with a probability of P(LX) to listen to the control message from the CH, we are guaranteed that the delay is bounded by Á specified by the application, provided that F used in (19) is the worst-case survival ratio.
Modified Responding Protocol
To utilize extra listening for improving the responsiveness, we modify the original LARC protocol so that listening sensors know how to react when their participation is needed. In this modified control protocol, the CM (control message) from the CH contains a listening probability value and an emergency bit in addition to the transmitting probability value, i.e., control value, in the original LARC protocol. The listening probability value, given by (21), in the CM tells a sensor how often it should be listening. Listening but not transmitting sensors change their transmitting probability to the control value specified in a CM only if the emergency bit in the CM is 1. Thus listening but not transmitting sensors will only change their transmission behavior when their participations are needed.
At the CH, the emergency bit in the control message is set to 1 if the peak of the resulting optimal distribution (given by the optimization following (13)) is on the left side of R -", which is the optimization lower error bound. That is to say, the emergency bit is set to 1 to bring in extra listening sensors if the cluster will be likely to collect fewer than R -" data packets during next cycle according to the optimal distribution.
Performance Studies
In the following, results from the simulation studies on LARC-LX are presented. As the Gur control is out of the operating region and slow in response as we have seen in subsection 4.5, we only compared the responsiveness of ACK feedback control and LARC-LX. We simulated the following LARC-LX schemes with fixed lower bound on P(CX):
LARC-LX0: extra listening is added in such a way that P(CX) equals max{0, P(TX)}, i.e., no extra listening is added. This is the same as non-listening LARC;
LARC-LX1: extra listening is added in such a way that P(CX) equals max{0.1, P(TX)}, i.e., extra listening is added so that P(CX) is no less than 0.1; LARC-LX2: extra listening is added in such a way that P(CX) equals max{0.2, P(TX)},
i.e., extra listening is added so that P(CX) is no less than 0.2;
In all the schemes above, sensor listening probability P(LX) is given by (21) based on the respective P(CX). First, we simulated a large drop in the total number of sensors available in the cluster, and see how quickly each control method will get the SSR back to the requested level. As shown in Fig. 14 , SSR of ACK feedback control was around 12, which is higher than the requested level R ¼ 10. SSR of LARC-LX0, LARC-LX1, and LARC-LX2 were maintained at the requested level. At time t ¼ 50, the total number of sensors available in the cluster dropped to 15 from 200. This put a great stress on the system and caused sensors to transmit more often, i.e., transmitting at probability 10/15 % 0.667 as oppose to 10/200 ¼ 0.05. In all control methods, SSR dropped to around 15*0.05, i.e., less than 1. The delays in ACK feedback control and LARC-LX0 are approximately the same, i.e., around 25 cycles. Delay in LARC-LX1 is about half that of ACK feedback control; while delay in LARC-LX2 is about 1/4 that of ACK feedback control.
Next, we simulated a sudden change in the requested level of SSR. We raised R from 5 to 90 at time t ¼ 50, while fixing N ¼ 100. This change in R also put a lot of stress on the system as sensor nodes were required to transmit more frequently with probability 90/100 ¼ 0.9 instead of 5/100 ¼ 0.05 in the first 50 cycles. Again the delays in ACK feedback control and LARC-LX0 are approximately the same, i.e., around 50 cycles. Delay in LARC-LX1 is about half that of ACK feedback control, i.e., around 25 cycles; while delay in LARC-LX2 is only about 1/4 that of ACK feedback control.
In LARC-LX, it is also possible to set the extra listening probability by using P(LX) solved from Eqs. (19) and (21) , which guarantee a upper bound on the recovery delay. In the 
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simulation with results shown in Fig. 16 , we varied the delay tolerance requirement Á from 5 to 100 cycles. Extra listening probability P(LX) was derived from Eqs. (19) and (21) to guarantee that the delay is bounded by delay tolerance requirement Á, assuming a worstcase survival ratio of F ¼ 5.25% with R ¼ 10 and N ¼ 200 initially. At time t ¼ 50, the total number of sensors available in the cluster dropped from 200 to 15, i.e., 15/200 ¼ 7.5% survival. Figure 16 shows the mean of recovery delay under various Á (delay tolerance 
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B. Liang et al. requirement) measured from 250 runs along with 95% confidence interval. Again, we only compared LARC-LX and ACK feedback control, because Gur control is shown (see Fig. 12 in subsection 4.5) to have much larger delay than ACK feedback control and LARC in most cases. As we can see from Fig. 16 , the average recovery delay under ACK feedback control is always around 23 cycles. Recovery delay under LARC-LX is mostly bounded by the delay tolerance requirement Á, and the delay is smaller compared to the delay in the ACK feedback control. The parameter Á (delay tolerance requirement) allow us to tradeoff between responsiveness and the energy cost. Figures 17 and 18 show the effect of having extra listening on the cluster lifetime. In this simulation, the cluster had a total of 100 sensors available initially. The requested R varied from 5 to 100. Assuming in the worst case at least 1.5*R of these 100 sensors survive. For example, 15 sensors survive in the worst case when R ¼ 10. The parameter delay tolerance Á was fixed at 10 (cycles). The cluster life under LARC-LX is shorter than BPB and ACK feedback control when the system is operating at a lower transmitting rate, i.e., R ¼ 5 to 20, due to the extra energy incurred in LARC-LX to maintain the desired responsiveness of no more than Á ¼ 10 cycles of delay. The difference becomes smaller and smaller as the system moves to a higher transmitting rate, as less extra listening is needed to maintain the desired responsiveness. This shows that LARC-LX is very flexible in trading off between delay and energy cost and minimizing the energy cost for maintaining the desired responsiveness.
Conclusion
We presented a distributed control method, LARC, for adjusting the spatial resolution in wireless sensor network clusters. While the control parameter is determined centrally at the clusterhead based on the actual versus the desired number of data packets collected, individual sensor nodes have control over their own particular activity. By adding extra 
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listening cycles, LARC-LX allows tradeoff between the delay and the energy cost. The proposed control method is shown to be highly scalable, energy efficient, responsive to system dynamics, and uniform in participation of sensor nodes. Other advantages of the technique are that it does not require explicit knowledge of the total number of network sensors, and that it does not require all sensors to listen to control information every cycle as in Gur control.
An interesting direction for future work is to look at the cross-layer issues in resolution control and incorporate MAC control with LARC to get better channel utilization for high data rate applications with large number of sensors. 
